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And the voice that was calmer
than silence said,
"Lo, it is I, be not afraid!
In many climes, without avail,
Thou hast spent thy life for the
Holy Grail;
Behold, it • is here,—this cup
which thou
Didst fill at the streamlet for me
but now;
This crust is my body broken
for thee,
This water His blood that died
on the tree;
The Holy Supper is kept, indeed,
In whatso we share with an
other's need;
Not what we give, but what we
share,
For the gift without the giver
is bare;
Who gives himself with his alms
feeds three—
Himself, his hungring neigh
bor, and me."
—The Vision of Sir Launfal
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all.
Prof. Blodgett, wiho is the faculty
adviser of the class, is now fully
A very interesting program was convinced that he has a most lively
given in Shreiner Auditorium on bunch of young. people to work with.
Washington's birthday at the chapel
hour.
o
The opening number was an im- PROFESSOR GLASIEIl AND EVANGEL GROUP AT FAIRVIEW
provisation of embellishments on the
hymn "America" by Dr. Westlake,
with Miss Miller at second piano,
An Evangel Group, composed of
closing with the singing of the hymn Misses Mary pnd Elsie French, Messrs.
by the audience.
Kerr and Fox, in charge of Professor
Prof. Blodgett led the devotions, Glasier, was at Fail-view, ' Indiana,
speaking from the thought contained Friday, Feb. 17, and remained over
in the story of the creation of man, the following Sunday,
that God pronounced His work as
The meetings at Fairview had begood. He cited George Washington gun peb. 12th. The pastor was ill
in his noble religious life as an ex- an(j jjev. Mr. Hill of Albany, had conample of the man that God created (]Ueted the services until Friday when
and pronounced good.
the Gospel Team of Taylor UniverProf. Durfee spokfc spf the idealism sity took charge.
of Washington in his everyday life,
All the meetings from Friday even
both social and religious, both in times ing were well attended with a record
of war and times of peace.
crowd Sunday all day. Young people
Mr. Burke White read a very in were in the majority in nearly every
teresting cutting from Washington's service. Each member of the team
Farewell Address.
stepped (immediately into line and
Miss W'ilodene Countryman gave a from the first victory seemed promismost pleasing pantomime on the Star e(j. Students gave their testimony and
Spangled Banner. She was assisted Professor Glazier preached. Several
by Miss Mabel Landon, who sang the people held up their hands for prayer
hymn accompanied by Miss Virginia in the first
service. Extra service
Ruse at the piano.
was requested for Saturday morning
Miss Ruth Speirs read in her usual and Mr. Kerr took charge of this afdelightful manner a very impressive ter which Professor Glasier preached
reading entitled, "When the Fleet especially to the Sunday School teachGoes By."
ers urging them to pray and work for
The closing number was a patriotic the conversion of their scholars. In
selection sung by the ladies' quartet this connection 'a clean heart expericomposed of Misses Wesler, Landon, ence' as a necessity was emphasized.
Daugherty and Atkinson.
All the teachers present, with several
others knelt at the altar, seeking the
fullness of the blessing in Christ.
JUNIOR SURPRISE
Every one present spoke of this as a
AT BLODGETT'S wonderful service.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

Saturday evening, Feb. 18th, the
Junior college class surprised Prof,
and Mrs. Blodgett, who are now residing in their new bungalow, by
taking general possession of their
home under the name of a class par
ty. After the playing of several games
the company separated into groups in
order to play dominos, carroms,
spoof, etc. Most delicious refreshments were then served, after which
the ten o'clock bell drove each one
to his room.
This party was one of few where
everyone enjoyed himself to the fullest extent.
The high spots of the evening were
Prof. Blodgett's attempt at playing
spoof and the devouring of refreshments, which was participated in by

Mr. Kerr gave his life story and
testimony Saturday evening. When
the invitation was given several requested prayer, Among these were
men who had never made a profes
sion.
Sunday was a day that will stand
out in the minds of the people and the
community life for a long time. The
captain of the team took charge of the
Sunday School after the teachers had
been with their classes for about
twenty minutes. A direct appeal was
made first to the teacher and then to
the individual pupil. In a short time
the altar was filled.
The first to come
was a young lady about twenty years
of age. She came from the rear of
the church up the middle aisle walking with a crutch. The last to come
was a man who had never been a

Christian. Deep conviction was evi
dent and people who had never been
moved were sobbing and stood for
prayer. The Sunday worship lasted
until lone o'clock. Many said that
they had never been in such a service.
Sunday evening continued with vic
tory. A number of the church peo
ple expressed their wish that the team
from Taylor University might stay
for a week at least in order to carry
on the meeting. The members of the
team, as well as the church people,
saw opportunity and the prospects
praising the Lord for his blessing and
the salvation of souls. The team was >
back at Taylor campus before mid-^
night Sunday, tired but resting in the
glorious sense of having been out on
an errand for the Lord.
RECITAL.
The first public recital of the term
was given Thursday evening the six
teenth of February in the chapel by
the advanced students of the piano
and voice departments.
The large number present counted
themselves especially fortunate, for
they heard a program of the highest
excellence. Every number showed the
results of careful and intelligent
study and was equally fine
in both
technique and interpretation.
It would be unjust to praise one
number and not the others but the
audience especially appreciated the
two vocal numbers and the ensemble
numbers at the close of both parts.
The program was as follows:
Part I
Sonata Tragica
Macdowell
Mary Shaw
Romance
LaForge
I Stood Tiptoe
Beecher
Ruth Heinlein
Voice: Abide With Me
DeKovcn
Velma Cassidy
Hark, Hark, the Lark _ Schubert-Liszt
Mary Bonner
A
Introductio and Allegro
Godard*
Rosabelle Daughtery
Part II
Arabesque
Leschetizky
Edith Hall
Rhapsodie No. X
Liszt
Helen Flail
Voice: He Shall Feed His Flock
Handel.
Aria from the Messiah
Mabel Landon
Concertstuck
Chaminade
Alice Wesler
Orchestral parts of Concertos on 2nd
Piano
Dr. Westlake
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Christian Service
(Prof. Newton Wray)

Much is said about "life service,"
but few, it is feared, apprehend its
import. The expression cannot be
made to mean just what we want it to
mean. In its broadest application it
-C
j~ j.i
i
J.*
must refer to the devotion of ones
v* + n j u x
-xi
,.
life to God, but neither the fact nor
character of this devotion is left to
one's own judgment. If it were, God
would be poorly served. His cause is
not made dependent upon such a contingency. His will has determined
both the life and its service. But how
shall we know what that is?
The first thing is to see that there
is A CALL TO SERVICE. Christianity is not something merely to be
enjoyed, though it satisfies. Prayer
and praise are essential elements of a
Christian life, but neither can take
the place of work. These are worship
which the soul needs and God expects.
But there is work to be done and too
few that recognize the call to it. Said
.
#
purgeon. It is a wretched business
for a man to call himself a Christian
an
ave a soul which never peeps
W ™ra bet^een hls own r|bs' Tt 18
rf ° t + i1Vm" ,°. . .SaVG
*
livmg to get to heaven, living to enjoy religion and yet never to live to
bless others and ease the misery of a
moaning world." A converted cowboy
once gave this sensible idea of religion. Lots of folks that would really like to do right, think that servin'
the Lord means shoutin' themselves
hoarse praisin' His name. Now, I'll
tell you how I look at that. I'm
workin' here for Jim. Now, if I'd sit
around the house here tellin' what a
good fellow Jim is, and singin' songs
to him, and gettin' up in the night to
serenade him, I'd be doin' just like
what lots of Christians do; but I
wouldn't suit Jim, and I'd get fired
mighty quick. But when I buckle on
my straps and hustle among the hills
and see that Jim's herd is all right,
and not sufferin' for water and feed,
or bein' off the range and branded by
cattle thieves, then I'm servin' Jim as
he wants to be served."
Such was the spirit of a rich Vermont deacon, one of the most earnest
members of his church, who, being
asked why he pursued a course so
unusual for rich men, replied: "When
I became a Christian I read that I was

„ ,.
called into the vineyard of the Lord,
and I made up my mind at once that
I was not called there to eat grapes,
but to hoe, and I've been trying to
hoe ever since."
„
,
m
To feel the Lords call, to acknow,
ledge gratefully His providence m our
P^ee of service, however trying, is a
glorious privilege. To pity one's self
or to be pitied under any circumstances of such a privilege is a tragic
mistake. How noble, how Christ-like
is the spirit that exults in the opportunity thus enjoyed! Ruskin truly
sald: "There ls but one way in which
man can ever be'P God, that is by
letting' God help hl.m' and there is no
way . m whlch Hls name is more
gulltlly taken in vain than by calling
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strength enough and sense enough for
what He wants us to do; if we either
tire ourselves or puzzle ourselves, it
is our own fault. And we may be
always sure, whatever we are doing,
that we cannot be pleasing Him if we
are not happy ourselves."
nrvnr

Zdt

. 6 colAerf W1^ „
orn\ °
service.
ServlCe W,lthout p0W'er may ke perfect
as a Performance, but it will get nowhere m spiritual results. An evangt + u i
u j
• i,
<<r¥TU
elist had preached one night on "The
Power of the Holv Ghost »
After the
TeTmon an officiaf of the church said
«Do you know the
to the preacher:
greatest need of the chUrch today?"
"What is it?" asked the preacher,
"Efficiencv" renlied the lavman Did
y
y
thig laym a'n thfnk "efficien y„ only in
terms of activity? Many do so because the church is run so largely in
the energy of the flesh. But that was
not the Master's idea. He forbade
His disciples to begin their work until
they were "endued with power from
a

a^

^^ Z
J*" ""^Y
Charles G Finney, great not only as
,The story 18 told of a young woman preacher' but as scholar' wrote these
wh°' Wlth her husband' moved into a burning words: "A11 other glfts are
ploneer community- "Poor> Poor Ade" unavailing without the addition of
line! wrote her sister to the mother this marvelous power to impress
"She was always so active God's saving truth upon the soul. It
at home>
jn christian work, and I venture to is painful to observe the constant
gay s^e jlag gone where there isn't tendency to substitute culture for this
another Christian in the place. She P o w e r , or human learning and elowon't know what to do with herself." quence in place of this divine enduen wag thg g.gter who needed pitying ment. ... It is amazing to witness
because of her wrong conception of ^be extent to which the church has
christian work. But soon came a practically lost sight of the necessity
Chrisletter from Adeline herself, saying: of this enduement of power.
"Mother, can you believe it? We are tians and some ministers go to work
the only Christians in the place, Frank without it ... . The fact is there
is something sadly defective in the
and I. Think of our opportunity."
YeSj think of your opportunity! Is education of the ministry and of the
not that an evidence of God>s will for church. The ministry is weak because
you?
It wag a stl.iking thought of the church is weak. And then again
one of the greatest of women mission. the church is kept weak by the weakOh for a conarieg that a real call ig to g0 where ness of the ministry
Christ is needed most and to take vlctlon of the necessity of this enduem
6
Him with you. "Whose I am and ment. of p<™/er' „
whom I serve" was Paul's personal il- Promise of Christ.^
SABBATH NECESSARY
kjstration 0f his own statement: "Ye
perf°rmance of H s'

^

are not your own> for ye are bought
with a price; therefore glorify God
in your body and in your spirit which
are God's." And surely he who thus
evinces the spirit of personal devotedness to Him shall not lack manifest
tokens of His guidance in service.
Another thing to be heeded is the
QUALITY of the service rendered. A
Partial or reluctant performance Ol
duty is displeasing to God.
He loves
a cheerful giver; He delights in a
hearty service. Let me quote from
Ruskin again: "He gives us always

a man was passing some mines in
Pennsylvania asked a little boy why
the field was so fup 0f mules. "These
are worked jn the mines through the
week>» replied the boy, "and they are
brought up into the light on Sunday
to keep them from going blind." The
application is apparent,
Men, my brothers, men the workers,
ever reaping something new ;
Trat which they have done but earnest of the things that they shall do.
—Tennyson.
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Motive and Study

^ gTuDENT EVANGELISM
|
IN JAY COUNTY

i _

^"77.

i
The students of Taylor TT
University
| put on an intensive evangelistic cam........
.. t..:.,..,..,..,..,..,..,..:*.*..—j. paign th
vmip-hout Jav
throughout
Jay countv
county of Indi. . .
..
,
. -j.. ,
. • j.
, . x, • ana in the dead of winter. Fifteen
The supreme motive in the ministry have a fruitful ministry. And this churches
d their doorS( enthusi_
of Jesus was World Redemption. The was possible only as He gave atten- agt;c
rg and congregations co.
most important thing about the world tion to the active side of His ministry
ated> as from four to five
groups
to Him was that it was a world of We have no more wonderful picture of Qf student_evangels motored out sevpersons. Jesus thrilled over the re- the Christ anywhere than that of His eral n
in succession and told in
' covery of the lost world from sin; incessant teaching and preaching and germ
j gong> and christiail
and that same motive may be shared healing and saving those about Him testim
the story of Jeslls' power
by us; that ministry that was so
What made His ministry great ? It tQ gave Conversions took place>
wonderful and so superb may be was because He lived with God and churches were revived and Christians,
shared by his followers.
loved God and knew God, and it was hungry for the fulness of the Spirit,
In the light of World Redemption a because He lived with men and loved sought and found Jesus in sanctifydollar is worth more than anywhere them and knew them.
jng power. About two hundred young
else. It needs no argument to conWe are hurrying through this, but people took a stand for Christ and
vince us that life is worth the most jUst one word should be said in the Christian service in this campaign,
when invested in saving the world, interest of the Life Service Depart- and no less than ninety of these very
During the afternoon of our recent rnent of Taylor. Young people will be definitely dedicated themselves to
day of prayer, I overheard a member at their best always when they give Christian service. Some twenty are
of the faculty say: "Your education due consideration to both the active considering seriously coming to Tayis sacramental in the light of helping as we]j as to the receptive side of lor University next year. At the
to save the world." How true this is, life. "The best scholar is the teacher, close of the campaign four scholarand how precious a thing is our and the best teacher is the scholar." ship were offered as a premium for
school-life in the light of it.
Some of the young people told me on the largest number of votes to four
And it brings us at once into that their way back from the Jay County different areas of the county; and
most wonderful life and ministry of campaign that their own hearts were fourteen young people entered the
Jesus. His life was two-fold, in that blessed in their efforts to be a blessing contest, one young woman alone sendit was receptive, as well as active, to others. If our young people are to ing in by mail some nineteen hundred
He never neglected the one to the be good students and good scholars names. We will announce in our next
saving of the other. With greatest they must keep alive the motive to issue the names of the winning four
care He guarded the receptive side, study; and this can be done only as prospective students.
He spent his nights in prayer; and we they give themselves very really to
When volunteers were called for
have every reason to believe that, as the task of saving the world now. Be this campaign, about sixty young peoHe "grew in wisdom," He gave Him- a preacher now. Be a missionary pie of the student body responded,
self to study. We hear Him say, "I now- Be a teacher now. Begin at showing their intense interest in Evsanctify myself that they also might Ta3?0£
7"° h®"61" PlaC6' and. an^elism- The pastors, where these
no better time than now.
... , „
TT
1
. 4- r,
services were held, have become most
be sanctified.
He kept fresh upon
enthusiastic over the Student-Evangel
E L EATON,
His heart the sense of compulsion and
Secretary Life Service
movement, all of them giving splendid
this was necessary that He might
Department.
testimonies to the inspiring, yet hopeful services the students rendered.
Mr" Eaton' Secretary of the Life SerMY LIFE WORK—WHAT IS IT?
the river.
Your call to service or life work is
A job's a job forever, but "Life's a 7 a cpai tment> thinks there are hunfirst a call not to preach or teach, but long vacation to the man who likes 7/ °t _ Pastors who would like a
a call to your richest, fullest, tallest his work."
u en - vangel Group to touch the
selfhood; and therefore a call into a
It takes more than a tag or diploma y0U['lg PeoP'e ^ their congregations;
vital relationship to Jesus Christ your to make a good doctor, merchant law- 7 P ans are being made to organize
3 ™ld;summer evangelistic camSavior.
yer, teacher or banker. Are you willGod's call into a Life Work, is a call ing that your son should be iust
"ginning about June 20 and
into a harmonious life—a life of "tagged?"
continuing until about the first
or
single purpose; mixed motives bar the
—
.
secon wee m August. The schedway to the Royal Road to success.
It is not so important that you be- T °fW'. 6 S° aran"ed that from two
God's call into a Life Work is a call come a scholar as that you attain ,° °U1 8y? "
given to a church,
6 S sacle.ty' Epwo".th Lea"
into the thing for which you are the glory of being a great and good
Q
adapted, and that is what you delight man. The wisest may be the most
r" ^
conventions or
in doing; therefore it is a call up to wicked, and knowledge may be as
. tTP meetinS dates
of Aug"
your maximum, because you do best great a power for evil as for good. ust .LT'1'6 f. °r the first
6163
the thing you like to do.
"Grace and truth came by Jesus
T
There is a lot of human drift-wood Christ," not truth alone. These like
those reading this article corthat starts down stream at every flood the Siamese twins cannot be sepa- ^esp?nd with the Secretary of the Life
tide to stop again at the first bend of lated without the death of both.
ervice Department regarding a ser
vice in your church or community.
J
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the children understand and like to
read.
Mr. Longfellow knew how when
school has been dismissed, children
love to loiter on the way to their
homes. He knew, too, the attractions
the blacksmith's shop holds for little
folks, and how
"They love to see the flaming forge,
And hear the bellows roar,"

LONGFELLOW, THE CHILDREN'S the despair of the housemaids, there
was a tramp of little feet through
POET
the hall for many months. Mr. Long
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow is fellow thanked the children in a beau
called the "Laureate of the Common tiful poem entitled, "From My Arm
Human Heart," because in him the Chair," a few lines of which are:
people found a poet who could make
the commonplace things of life seem
more attractive and more important.
He possessed a rare sweetness and
lovableness of disposition, and in his
poetry he seemed to "touch the spirit
with an infinite softness, like a hand
from the other world."
The children of the country felt and
still feel that he is their own special
poet. Longfellow's home was blessed
with attractive children and his close
contact with and love for his own
children gave him a great love for all
children. Probably no other poet ever
had so many lovers and friends among
the "little people of God." Children
were always welcome in Mr. Longfel
low's home and he entertained his
little visitors by showing them the
"old clock on the stairs," and the cur
ious pictures and souvenirs gathered
in his years of travel. During his last
sickness, little children, when passing
his gate, would walk softly and "not
make a noise." Among his many
poems expressing his tenderness and
sympathy for children, "Weariness" is
one of the best:
"Oh little feet, that such long years
Must wander on through hopes and
fears,
Must ache and bleed beneath your
load;
I, nearer to the wayside inn
Where toil shall cease and rest begin,
Am weary, thinking of your road!"
On the occasion of the seventysecond birthday of Mr. Longfellow the
children of Cambridge presented him
with the now famous arm chair, made
from the wood of the old chestnut
tree that stood by the "village
smithy," celebrated by Longfellow in
his poem of "The Village Blacksmith."
The gift of the arm chair was quite
unexpected and the kindly bard gave
orders that no child who wished to see
the chair should be excluded, so, to

"Am I a king, that I should call my
own
This splendid ebon throne?
Or by what reason, or what right
divine,
Can I proclaim it mine?
And thus, dear children, have ye made
for me
This day a jubilee,
And to my more than three score
years and ten
Brought back my youth again."

so he wrote "The Village Blacksmith"
and children delight in reading it.
In the poem "The Children's Hour,"
the "blue-eyed banditti" are Mr. Long
fellow's three little girls:
"Grave Alice, and laughing Allegra,
And Edith with golden hair."

Children love to romp in the twi
light hour and the poet-father used to
spend this hour with his children.
"The Children's Hour" appeals to
childhood because it expresses sym
pathy with the playtime hour and
with childish plans and surprises.
What child does not like an Indian
legend of long ago? The very name
"Hiawatha" sends a thrill of excite
ment through every boy and girl who
Longfellow later made the remark hears it. A child is fascinated
"My best speech to the Cambridge
children is my poem on the arm chair." "With the curling smoke of wigwams,
A friend ot Mr. Longfellow says With the rushing of great rivers,"
that he received his first impression of
and as the poem goes on the child is
Mr. Longfellow's sweetness one day
held spell-bound with
when he overheard him in conversa
tion with Mr. James Russell Lowell. "The Death-Dance of the spirits,
A sweet little girl passed by them and Warriors with their plumes and war
Mr. Longfellow said to Mr. Lowell,
clubs."
"I like little girls the best," and he
Then as Hiawatha grows from
continued:
childhood into manhood and crosses
"What are little girls made of?
the mighty Mississippi and there
Sugar and spice
woos and weds
And all things nice—
That's what little girls are made of." "The Arrow Maker's daughter,
Minnehaha, Laughing Water,"
Thus we can see how by a kind of
instinct the little girls in the land are the interest is just as great. And so
repeating the verses of the poet who to the end of the poem a keen interest
in all the experiences of Hiawatha is
loved them so well.
When Mr. Longfellow was nine felt.
Mr. Longfellow has expressed his
years old, he wrote the poem entitled,
"Mr. Finney's Turnip." This short love for children in many other poems,
poem interests children as does a some of which are "The Child Asleep,"
nursery rhyme. The first
verse be "Children of the Lord's Supper," "To
a Child," and "Children."
ginning:
"Mr. Finney had a turnip,
And it grew, and it grew,
And it grew behind the barn"
arouses the curiosity of the little mind
and the child wonders just what will
happen to the turnip next. Even
though this poem is not popular, as
are some of his other poems, it is one

SOME GOOD
"You don't make very good music
with that instrument," said a by
stander to the man with the bass
drum as the band ceased to play.
"No," admitted the man ,"I know I
don't; but I drown a heap of bad
music."—The Girls Circle.
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"
SATISFIED
with a vital personal interest, comworidiv fame
mensurate with the consecration of Should I climb to worldly fame,
In a recent meeting, where the Life our boys and girls to the Lord's work. Gaining lonor, wea
a
a e,
~
,
. ,
, ,
„
Should I reach the world s desire,
Service work was presented, a chalo—
^
, 9
lenge was given to the young people
CALL FOR LABORERS
And at ease m wea
a ice.
of the audience, and several responded
Would my soul be satisfied?
in a very definite way (this happened
Rev. Wehrly opened his church at
to be on a day when two services were Gas City Sunday evening for a mis- Nay, in blindness once my sou
held in close proximity to each other), sionary meeting by a deputation team Sought these foi it ligiest goal,
At the other service four or five older from the Volunteer Band.
Till my Lord revealed to me
people manifested considerable inA gospel team had charge of the All that he would have me be,
terest in the work Taylor University services there in the morning. The Then I laid the world aside
is doing in training young people for Lord blessed and the church was in- Now my soul is satisfied,
a life work; and expressed themselves spired for the evening service.
James V. Reid.
as willing to help. Among those who
The objectives of the evening were
offered aid was a professedly devout pray, pay or go to the great harvest
Having nothing to say doesn't keep
Christian man of some years of exper- fields of the world. Mr. Davis showed an argumentative man quiet.
ience in the Christian church. God's how the rich young ruler had such a
o
blessing had been poured out upon wonderful opportunity and failed. He
CHRONICLE
his life in many places; he lived in a ie<j us to believe that to follow Jesus
comfortable home, his acres spread is the best kind of a life. Miss Neff
Feb. 9—Day of Prayer. God's
out on every side and bonds were care- sang her testimony of the call and spirit was with us and we all were
fully stored away and drawing in- pUrp0se of her heart to follow the blessed
Mr Watkins-"That seems un- Lord to india. Mr. Bonner showed
Feb.'lO-We think Spring is here,
terest, but with all he seemed hesi- how the world is full of men like
tant promising to write as soon as Jonah wh0 refuse to go when God
Feb. 11—Cleaning day. the cisy' f0"16
his decision was made. After wait- calls them. Miss Hinds followed with J}ern :s nearly
®"
Way
ing several days for a letter we wrote a general survey of the needs of the batl"g glrls try to
men s "ear';shim, "I am quite sure nothing could missj0n lands.
be more precious to you than to feel
Feb. 12—We decide that winter is
appeai was made for young peoyou could have some responsibility pje wbo were willing to let the Lord not over. Rev. Henderson gave his
for the Christian training of young use them where He saw best. Thir- last sermon at the M. E. church,
men and young women whom God has teen rose to their feet accompanied by
Feb. 13—Soup for lunch and pie
called to life work. Money is sacred, a aa ni ber of fathers and mothers and for dinner.
work and toil are sacred, ana life it- ffiends who promised to stand by
Feb. 14—Wyatt takes a fall. We
self wherever you spend it, becomes them_
' au have hearts even the teachers,
a sacred thing when it relates itself to
gan we afford to fill a second place How we wish they would keep them
a task so worthwhile. No greater wbfie souls are perishing all about until after examinations,
privilege could be given anyone than UR 9
Think of the thousands who
Feb. 15—The deleg^ses gave reto make such an investment.
We woajd have been lost had not Jonah port of convention in chapel,
continued to say that within ten miles repented and finally gone to Nineveh.
Feb. 16—Change places at the dinof his home we had left three young Multitudes will face you in judgment ing hall. I guess "Westies" wish
people at the altar that day with thei- and gay £bat they might have been came true for she had the privilege of
faces batned in tears, the Lord tug- saved if yQU had been faithful to your beholding "Upland's Magnificiat Fire
ging at their heart strings for Chris- caujng. Your own life is not a com- Engine" as it so nobly extinguished
tian service; and they yielded their pjete SUCcess, others are failing, and the flames from Vayhinger's roof,
lives to him to be used where He tbg yearning heart of Jesus is bleed- The piano and vocal students give a
might call them. Let ma say to the jng because you fail to heed His call, program this evening,
readers ot this little sketch that I
Feb. 17—Thalo-Philo boys and girls
Qne can measure y0ur possibilam still waiting for that good Chris- itieg for good; if yQU wm let the g ^ play bagket baU Thalo boys and
tian man to make his decision, those of
j.
girls win, of course.
three young people are still waiting in completely Stop today, and grieve
Feb. 18-Rainy! Rainy but the
that community with their vision Him no longer by delay. Answer with Juniors give a party.
splendid, the fields are waiting white Igaiah. «Here
am I, send me."
Feb. 19—No chapel.
to the harvest" and Jesus Chrst is
Girl's
o
Peb
20-Domcstic Science
waiting to crown the giver and those gTUDENT y0LUNT
clag
havea„real„
dinner
today.
three young* lives, alike, with blessRvn»
, ,T,,
•,
*
MEET AT PURDUE Bram for dinner! Why don't they
LIFE SERVICE GLEANINGS

christ

We need each other in the great
task at hand. Nothing challenges
generous administration of the Lord's
money like the consecration of young
.
,
,,
, .
,
,
.
„ ,
.
people to the kingdom task. What
L ,
tt •
.,
j • j.
•
Taylor University needs just now is
. . .
.j , , n
, .
.
not just a gift of money but a real
,
. .
,
,
,,
heart investment on the part of God's
,
.
. ,. •
people, an investment living, warm
r

gway

yQur

beart

and

fe

Taylor University sent a delegation
of ten students to the Student Volunteer Conference at Lafayette, Ind.,
Feb. 12 and 13. Five students were
, ,
o u i j - i i
-n
1
, „
sent by the Volunteer Band and five
, *
. , . . 1.
were sent by the student body. Verv
. ,
..
, .
. .
^
interesting and inspiring reports were
o
. .
made by the delegates upon their re,
turn.

" Feh^ oT-JW eXa7ll'nat'°" ,wee^ *
;n Chapel on "Nursin^''^01 ^ SPCa
22 W u'' ,., ' ,,, R- .0,1
Peb
Ca?'
Wo
u
m
°nJl
We Wls" lt: would come often especiali„ lf au , •
o, •
01
W
it would bring Spring weather
•
,.
a n c i „i,
cherry pie every time,
Poh
,•
o i. 1,
e D - 99 —«rr>
1 ° hve without breako» a. a
• ,o ,
,
• J.U
lasts or bunday night lunches is the
quest' "
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must have taken Billy by the hand by interurban, we had luncheon at the
and told him how his little life was station hotel. It was American style,
It was just a few days before I left going on and on even though he had very good. While we were eating, a
slipped away.
for China. I was sitting on the porch
messenger went for Mrs. Kobayashi,
BERTHA FREEMAN,
when a lady, leading a child by the
our Taylor friend's mother. When
Shanghai, China.
hand, came and said, "I want to say
luncheon was over we went around the
good-bye, and please give the preacher
town. We visited the largest depart
this for preaching'Billy's funeral." ,,
ment store in Japan. There was matt
"Well," I said, "I will take it to EXTRACTS FROM LETTER
ing on the floor, clean enough to eat
FROM JESSIE EDWARDS on. At the door we were given cloth
China. We will call it 'Billy's Five
BILLY'S FIVE GOLD DOLLARS

Gold Dollars,' and we will see how
far we can make it go."
When I reached Peking, I began at
once to look about, for the money was
burning a hole in my pocket. Miss
Gray could use it in her day schools.
Then Miss Bess, in the kindergarten,
was getting ready for Christmas.
There never was enough money and
those children were quite like Billy.

covers, for our shoes, so you can well
see how easy it ,is for them to keep a
clean store. We visited the shrines
later. It was an awful sight to see
Jan. 16, 1922.
the people come up there to worship
My Dear Friends : ,
Buddha and throw up their money,
At last I am a resident of China. pray , a .few minutes, then go awav
I arrived in'Foochow, China, on-Jan. - with sad faces, unsatisfied. My heart
10th. We had an interesting trip, but ached to tell them of the real live
much seasickness. We had not passed personal Savior.
through
the Golden Gate until I began
When the evening was nearly spent
I walked through the ward with the
beds full of suffering children. "Ikey" to get sick. On account of the high we were taken to Mr. Nakada's Japan
was there, whose mother had slipped waves during most of the journey we ese home where we had to take off our
away and left him; the little mite had to have our port-holes fastened. shoes. We sat before the little floor
with the tubercular spine, upon whom The air was close. We had a fan, but boxfire-and toasted our fingers. The
Dr. Manderson had performed such a part of the time it shot off sparks and home was clean as clean could be. It
marvelous grafting operation. They had to be shut off. I didn't want to be would be easy keeping house in Amer
seasick. I wanted to be of some use ica if people had to take off their
almost got Billy's money.
to others, but now I am glad that I shoes when entering the home. There
I went out into the streets, which
was, because I have more sympathy were windows all along- the side-of the
were full of beggars. They were thin
for the sick of our hospital.
room, which one might call a sun
and old and cold and hungry and ev
I wish you could see the sunsets of parlor.
erybody was talking about the famine
We arrived at Shanghai 6n Jan.
and how one preacher, coming in from the ocean. They were beautiful. On
the country, had passed twenty dead the night before landing at Tokyo a 4th. There is a difference between
by the roadside. I was told that five fancy dress dinner was given. My China and Japan. The scenery in both
dollars would save a life until the costume was Columbia. I unexpected countries is beautiful. It is very
harvest time came. It was hard to ly took the first prize which was a pretty where we live. The hills are
tortoise shell mirror to be hung about very beautiful, the streets wind round
keep that five dollars!
the neck—Japanese make. Of course and round. When out walking you
Then one day I talked to those
it was the flag that took the prize, and think, now I can take this way home,
splendid thirty-five medical girls and
not the girl.
it will be nearer, but you are more
they had a plan that I thought Billy
On Dec. 17th we landed at Honolulu. liable to land in Germany. They tell
would like best of all. They had
me the reason the Chinese build such
found some of the hungriest people How glad we were to see land. We
winding streets is so they may have a
among those wretched ones, who were spent the day sight seeing. It is more
chance to keep out of the clutches of
to conie to the hospital Christmas like paradise than anything I expect
the evil spirits for they can get out
to
see
in
this
world.
The
mountains
morning and one of the girls was to
of their sight quicker.
tell them the blessed story of the and gardens of Honolulu are the pret
tiest
I
have
ever
seen.
You will be wondering how I like
Christ child.
On the 29th we arrived at Yoko my new home. I was very much
Exchange was away up and Billy's
five dollars were transformed into hama, Japan. We were met by Mr. pleased with it from the beginning.
$9.21 Mexican. It bought 161 pack Nakada, a friend of a Taylor student, Several girls came to meet us. We
ages and was given to 161 starving who visited our school last year. He drove up in ricahas. The first thing
people to go into 161 different homes. took us to Tokyo, which was just an that attracted my attention was the
The girls talked to the people and hour's ride from Yokohama. When high stone wall. Our house is white
sang for them and I think some angel we reached Tokyo, having gone there and is close to the hospital. Upon
Magau Memorial Hospital,
Foochow, China.
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entering the house we saw a spacious
hall with white walls. The parlors
are double with white woodwork. The
furniture is mostly reed. We have a
victrola and have a couple little
organs.
Every morning at nine we have
Chinese chapel for our servants,
nurses, etc. I went to a baccalaureate
service for nurses, college students
and eighth grade. A Chinaman, the
regular preacher, preached the ser
mon. Miss Hurlburt, a former Taylor
student, interpreted for us.
I have attended two Chinese feasts.
They serve about twelve to thirty-four
courses. They say I did remarkably
well with my chopsticks. I like most
of the food. We have plenty to eat,
bananas, tangerines, peanuts, buffalo
milk and butter, potatoes, lettuce, rad
ishes and some other vegetables from
our garden, meats, chicken, ducks,
geese. We also have dates, Chinese
jello, carrots and 'most everything.
I think of all of you and long for
Taylor's influences. I have met some
of the Taylorites. Please pray that
God's power may fall upon us all and
increase our faith.
The Lord bless you all.
JESSIE E. EDWARDS.
ALUMNI NEWS.
Rev. Axel Ekblad is living at
Deering, N. Dakota. He is pastor of
the church there and also principal
of the Deering High School. He grad
uated about 1919.
Margaret Demaree is teaching
school at Muncie, Indiana.
R. C. Morsch is living at Nashville,
Tenn. He is attending the Triverca
College at Nashville. He attended
Taylor in 1915.
Oscar Kohlberg is living at James
town, N. Dakota, and attending col
lege there. He will graduate this
spring.
Violet Ward is residing at Adamston, W. Virginia, and writes the fol
lowing in regard to our school, which
shows the true Taylor spirit:
"I am surely sorry to hear that
Taylor is feeling the financial
pres
sure to the extent you state, and I
hope that the friends of the school
will promptly come to her aid. I am
enclosing a check for $50.00. I had
been intending to send a check for
$25.00 about three weeks later, but by
doing without some things just now
and changing some plans I have been
able to double the amount and send it
now. I wish that I was able to give
more but that is not possible."
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R. M. HENLEY

FLORIST
Forty miles over winter roads,
We grow our own flowers
rutty, rough, and ruthless—losing our
way once or twice—we reached the Telephone 175. Hartford City, Imd.
church half an hour late—a hard pull
but a pull all together for victory in
Jesus' name. Soon "The mountains
began to flow" conviction settled down
upon the audience—the altar call
LAUNDRY
brought two young men seeking Jesus
DRY CLEANING
as Saviour—forty miles home again
_pnIIT „ WFA VFR
through the night but light all the J ,,,,,,,,,,,, ........
way with victory.

City Barber Shop

The Sunday morning service was a
tug of war, but just at the close a
DENTIST
break came with some victory. The
evening brought a much larger con
Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193
Cooley BIk.
Hartford City
gregation together. Students prayed,
sang and gave their Christian exper
ience. The leader arose to draw the
net and bring the service to a close;
the pastor's wife was called upon to
lead in prayer while the congregation i
STAPLE AND FANCY
was urged to kneel—hearts melted all f
GROCERIES
Upland
over the audience under a downpour i Phone 1092
of Pentecost. Fifty or more Chris
tian parents responded first
to an
altar call, and formed a half circle at
the front of the auditorium. Then in
a moment of deep conviction and
united prayer some twenty-five young
people came down the aisles of the
church yielding themselves to Christ
for Christian service. It was a most
triumphant closing when parents and
children were glad together in yield
ing to the Lord's plan for a life work.
Marion, Indiana

DR. W. H. ERVIN

STROUP BROS.

1

DENTISTRY

| Dr. 0. M. FLINN

It was the fourth special service in
the series of evangelistic meeting in
a large church. Some defeats—some
victories—was about all that could be
said. The student evangels were in
vited in for an evening. The first
moments were tense with anxiety, but
victory began to steal into our hearts,
and a large congregation melted under
the Spirit's blessing upon our group
as they sang and told their exper
iences. The closing moments of this
service were most glorious with vic
tory as several young people, dedicat
ing themselves to Christian service,
joined the pastor and his wife at the
altar. Several retired to the parson
age to pray through, while members
of the group tarried to help them.
"It's our best service yet," the pastor
testified as we were leaving.
Appointment: Motor trouble stopped
us before we were fifteen
minutes
away from the school. The telephone
brought help but too late for us to
make the morning schedule. Another

402 Glass Blk.
Phone 384.
Special Inducements to
Students.

SEND IT TO

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS"
Laundry
Dry Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning
Watch for the White Truck

BROWN LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.
LOYD OLSON, Agent
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congregation was in route and listened
to the quartette—"Come again" was
the cordial testimony that made us
feel that the morning was not lost.
A kind invitation to dinner with a
good man and his wife who has
means, still gave us a feeling of the
Lord's leading, and then another cor
dial invitation to come again. We
are onward to the afternoon appoint
ment—the best service yet—at Salamonia, and a Sunday afternoon special
at that. We went back to Portland
at night for both the young people's
and the evening service. We had
gracious victory all the way.
IF YOU ARE WELL BRED—
You will not devote your portion of
conversation to chatter about your
self.
You will not annoy others with
your troubles, but will pass only on
pleasant things.
You will avoid exaggeration in re
lating anything as it often does as
much harm as a deliberate lie.
GOD IS EVERYWHERE
Are you tired, do your efforts seem
fruitless ?
Is your body worn with care?
Then throw off the gloom and worry
For God is everywhere.
Come! Bask in the sunrise of morning,
Or revel in sunset's red glare,
And drink in the beauty of nature,
O, God is everywhere!
Yes, ramble with me through the
wildwood,
And all its mysteries share,
Or roam through the field and the
forest,
Can you doubt that God is there?
Earth's lap o'erflows with luxuries
That you are invited to share;
Its fruits and its sparkling waters
Tell that God is everywhere.

"In the future we shall have less to
do with the grave and more to do with
the cradle; less binding up of life's
broken plants, and more training of
life's untrammeled vines. Drunken
ness among the men frequenting the
Army hotels and Industrial Homes
has almost entirely disappeared."
—Commander Evangeline Booth, in
the War Cry.

Things we don't get we should
sometimes be most thankful for.

T. U. STUDENTS!
Bring this coupon and purchase \
$6.00 worth of Gents Furnishings, j
Clothing and Shoes, and we will ]
pay your car fare for you!

Men's Bargain Store
417 S. Adams St.

Marion, Ind.

W. E. WAGONER
DENTIST
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
Phone 1235
Marion, Ind.

Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.

Charles A. Sellers, M. D.}
Internal Medicine and X-Ray
Diagnosis.

EYES

Portable X-Ray for bedside use.
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford |
City, Ind.

EXAMINED
For the relief of Headache,
Eye Strain or Poor Vision.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WOMEN'S WEAR
THE QUEEN CITY

DR. G. S. GRUBB

OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK

308-9 Marion Nat. Bank Bldg.

MARION, IND.

MARION, IND.

Phone 507

LOY FURNITURE COMPANY
Dealers In

Carpets

O, come with me into earth's garden
Where many sweet flowers bloom;
Stay not in the hopeless desert,
For here God gives you room.
Drift not into midnights of blackness;
Plunge not in the depths of despair;
Throw off the dark robe of sadness,
For God is everywhere.
—Tirzah Moss.
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Rugs

Linoleum

and
FINE FURNITURE
Phone 11

Upland, Ind.
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You will always have an opportun
ity to "Do" if you are prepared to
"Do" it. Are you steadily mounting
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
Published on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, by the the scales of business attainment?
Taylor University Echo Company, Students of Taylor University, Upland, The higher you climb the greater will
Indiana, from October to June, both months inclusive.
be your opportunity to unfold yourself
Entered as Second Class Matter, October 15, 1913, at the post office at
in problems that relate themselves to
Upland, Ind., under Act of March 3, 1879.
systems and details. Are you con
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
stantly piling hour upon hour of your
..Eugene W. Pilgrim
Editor-in-Chief
time
on the keyboard of your piano?
Associate Editor
- .1
Edmund Cortez
Report Editor ...I
.1
Catharine Biesecker You will find at the end of your train
Literary Editor
Miriam Teed ing, an opportunity that affords a
Local Editor
.....Lillian Armstrong- tribute to your diligence—a whole
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
- May Rector
Alumni Editor
Eloise Abbey world of humanity moves at the
Athletic Editor
...v.
..Walter W. Rose strains of music. The student who
spares neither time nor labor in order
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Business Manager
:.
Francis H. Fletcher to master his course of study, whether
Advertising Manager
...Martin R. Davis that course be secular or religious,
Subscription Manager
:.
i
Clarence F. French will meet with approval both from
Circulation Manager
..Hubert J. Higgins
Terms—$1.25 per annum (18 issues) in United States, if paid before God and man. The teaching profes
Jan. 1, 1922; $1.50 per annum if paid after Jan. 1, 1922; $1.50 per annum to sion, the preaching profession, and in
foreign countries. Single copies, 10c.
fact any profession of high moral
value, puts a premium upon the in
dividual who applies himself faith
Circulation this issue, 1,000

YOU AND I PLUS OPPORTUNITY
(i3y the Associate Editor)
Real men are known and remem
bered, not for the money they earn,
nor for the material success they
make, but for the good that they do.
While the world at large recognizes
your character as an important factor,
and while your personality and what
you really are, count mightily in the
scale of trade and society, your funda
mental value to your neighbor is what
you can do for him. This fact implies
that you cannot offer yourself in part
to serve the world for humanity and
be the greatest benefit to it. "Great
ness," as one has wisely said, "is not
an element in itself. It is but the
composite result of many little things
well done and well put together."
You and I—morally, spiritually,
mentally, physically, inwardly, out
wardly—plus an opportunity that we
may find and utilize—will determine
the height of our success in our
sphere of activity. An opportunity
afforded means a duty to be per
formed; and we should glory that duty
and consider it as sacred and as im
portant as we would if we held the
factors of success and failure in the
hollow of our hand.

fully to the task at hand. There is the
opportunity to learn and also the op
portunity to invest that learning; the
opportunity to take and the opportun
ity to give. But you and I must be
ready to grasp the opportunity and
make it our own. For the opportunity
awaiting us is as great as our great
est attainment. No man can stay our
"An opportunity is a time or oc progress.
casion attended with propitious or
The Lord had a very unique way of
favoring circumstances"—Webster. It giving an opportunity to the Church
seems almost painful to say that op at Philadelphia: "Behold, I have set
portunities are as mystical as they before thee an open door and no man
are numberless. Yet a moment's re can shut it." This encouraging state
flection reveals' that an opportunity
ment seems to fit us very perfectly
never carries a torch. It will pass
when we survey our circumstances.
along by-ways and side-streets with
The greater part of the school year,
out making a noise. It heralds no
1921-1922, has become history—events
sound of its approach. In the clear
of permanent importance have oc
noon-day as well as in the quiet of
the starless night, it refuses to be curred. The present is here, full of
life and privilege and opportunity.
boisterous. Tt seldom makes an effort
Out of ruptured plans and threatening
to meet anyone; but patiently minds
chaos is blooming a surer hope and a
its own business. It has no special
stronger faith, both of which find
abiding-place. An opportunity may
nourishment in the Divine Love of
inhabit the school or the home; the
God. The dark hour has again preshop or the office; or all these in par
ceeded the dawn, and the true light is
ticular; but it seldom comes of its
beaming ahead. That vision, without
own volition. Still, as a capable which a people perishes, has never
writer has said, "It is ever ready to
departed from our midst, and its out
grasp the hand held out to it, to be a
line and majesty are clearer now than
permanent guest in the House of when it first
broke upon us. Thus
Progress." Opportunity is in the very we acknowledge God's favors with
air we breathe. It may seem to ignore thanksgiving.
some districts and occupations, but it
Not only has light and faith come
is there—everywhere, below the sur to us, but a great challenge—a great
face, if not above the ground. Dr.
opportunity—to make our Christian
Fowler said: "Hunt for it, and you ity practical.
Make it practical
many not find it; but you will not find through service rendered to others,
it if you don't hunt for it."
(continued on page 13)
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See Yourself As
Others See You
What a difference it
makes between clothes
that are "just clothes"
and others that have
been thought out with
your particular tastes,
desires and needs in
mind.
There's nothing more
convincing than to see
yourself in the mirror in

Blumenthal jg
Clothes

w

The united effect of
style, good fabrics, and
line tailoring speak for
themselves as only such
clothes can.
Hart Schall'ner & Marx
Society Brand, and
Fashion Park Clothes
Try them and be con
vinced.

Blumenthal & Co.
The Store For Men

M arion, Indiana
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KEEVER'S CAFE

FOR HOT LUNCHES AND
SHORT ORDERS
Oysters in Season.
D. R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind.
My dictionary says that an exper what thoughts went through my
ience is "practical knowledge gained mind , except that when we parted
by observation or trial." Blessed is that night I requested that we attend
the man that has "tried" the power church the next morning. This was
of God unto salvation and has a vivid quite strange for me.
heaven-sent experience. He can look
The following Wednesday when I
three worlds in the face and shout, came down-stairs in the morning I
"I know."
asked my mother for a Bible. I had
I rejoice in writing of my exper very seldom glanced at it before, but
ience, and particularly of my inaugur this morning I had a strong craving
ation when I first saw my Savior and for it. I must have read for an hour
was made a new creature in Him. or so and, oh! what charms and beau
Whether my childhood attempts to be ties did I find therein. It seemed that
saved were successful or not, I found every word touched a vital part of
that at the age of eighteen I was a my soul that had long been separated
chief of sinners, living a life that from me. It was life! new life, as it
broke the heart of God, and disgraced flooded into my soul like flood-tides
my family. Oh, the glitter and music into a dry, rocky ravine. Oh, I had
of this gay, sinful world, how it fas found myself, those galling chains of
cinates and draws the youth with the sinful habits were snapped, and a
fever of sin in his veins—-like a martyr love caught fire in my heart
blinded insect drawn into a bright arc for the wonderful Christ I had found.
light. But enough of these dark Why, I saw Him on every page.
Hallelujah!
colors, they haunt me now.
What did my old friends think ?
Can I ever tell how I found my way
to the Cross and saw there a fountain They scoffed and said, "Kenrick has
opened for me, and heard the blood lost his mind," as I told them of the
speaking? It spoke, my polluted na
new life I had found, and that the old
ture died, and sank 'neath the crim
theatre, pool-room, cigars, cigarettes,
son flood. Will it shock you when I
and gambling devices had been left,
say that I cannot place my finger upon
and left forever. Oh Hallelujah!
the exact moment or hour when I
Who can describe the liberty and
entered into life? And will you un
boldness of a man set free from sin,
derstand me when I further say that
the world, and the devil ? I shuddered
I was not consciously seeking to be
as I could almost hear the gates of
saved when the light from Calvary
hell close behind me as my Rescuer
broke into my soul and revealed a
led me out of darkness. Then I real
bleeding Savior?
ized for the first time the awful sinful
Nor was there a revival meeting, life I had been living and the fearful
nor a mourners-bench, nor personal danger that my soul had been in.
workers to instruct. I exhaust my Friends, my pen is tired and I could
analytical powers in trying to see the write a book concerning the following
"how" and "why" of this wonderful weeks and months; how God burdened
transformation. All that I know is, me for the lost and everywhere I went
that whereas I was blind, now I see. my mouth poured forth the glad news
Hallelujah!
of heartfelt salvation. Thus I was
To give you some particulars that saved and God alone knows the exact
throw a little light on this work of spot and time. Do you say, "I don't
God. I remember one Saturday night see how a man can get saved like
in the latter part of November, 1915, that?" Well, I don't either, fully.
of returning home with an automobile But, bless God, eternity will reveal it
party from Lansing, Mich. As we all and just what part sister's and
mother's prayers had. It was just
drove along late in the night, some
God's sovereign will that reached
strange melting power came upon me down and did the work.
and broke down my heart, and for
But beloved, this isn't all. It is
several miles the tears flowed all un wonderful and necessary to be born
known to my friends or the others again, but the new birth is to qualify
in the car. I don't clearly recall us as candidates for the great con-

DR. H. N. TURNEY

DENTIST
Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana.
X-Ray Equipment
508 Marion National Bank Bldg.

CHIROPRACTIC

I

I

Is the Key to Perfect Health
Affections of the Eyes, Throat,
Lungs, Nose, Heart, Stomach,
Liver, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder,
Kidneys and Reproductive Organs
quickly yield to scientific Chiro
practic adjustments.

JAMES THOMPSON,
Doctor of Chiropractic
Phone 1121
Over Post Office
Upland, Indiana

SERVICE HDW. CO. (

The first Hardware Store on
your way down town.
Student Patronage Solicited.
Upland
Indiana

FUJI & COMPANY
Importers and Exporters
JAPANESE ART GOODS
E. GUMBAN, Local Agent

W. A. HOLLIS, M. D. j
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT I
Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. j
Hartford City, Ind.
j

ECONOMY STORE

SHOES for the WHOLE FAMILY ;
Hosiery, Notions & Rubbers
Upland, Ind.
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summate objective of the atonement
in reference to the sin question, name
ly, the entire sanctification of our
souls.
Thank God for the holiness preach
ers, colleges, publications and camp
meetings. They have salted this na
tion with holy Are. At the old Eaton
Rapids Michigan Camp Meeting I was
"instructed more perfectly in the way
of God," and heard Drs. Ridout, Mor
rison, Danford, Joseph H. Smith,
Stanley Jones and others preach with
anointed tongues the Gospel of full
salvation. Only nine months old, how
fmy thirsty soul drank in the truths,
and I received a new vision of my
Lord, the Holy Ghost, and the pre
cious Blood. Privileged indeed is the
young convert that is succored and
tutored in the temple of an oldfashioned holiness camp meeting.
I did not receive the blessing at the
camp meeting, but, again in my own
home, the following Sunday "Christ
was made unto me sanctification." It
was at the dining table that a little
incident happened that brought the
shocking consciousness that there was
still sin in my heart (I had honestly
believed that I was sanctified when
converted). I didn't wait until the
next camp meeting, but got down by
my chair and sobbed out my heart to
Jesus. It was easy and natural to
trust the cleansing blood and in a few
minutes I arose with the assurance
that it had now washed away my
"sin" as well as my sins. Oh bliss
of the purified! My zeal increased,
the Holy Ghost led on, and today the
pillar of fire is leading and I am ex
ploring daily the treasures of His
word, and sometimes chafe under cir
cumstances that now keep me from
the active battle line. Jesus, by Thy
grace I'll be true, and fill the gaps that
appear with the decline of every gen
eration. Read Rom. 10:20, and Heb.
13:12.
Harold Kenrick.
YOU AND I PLUS OPPORTUNITY
Continued from page 10
The Churches are opening their doors
to Evangelism. The world is demand
ing the real product of Christianity.
You and I cannot deny it to them.
We must meet the challenge success
fully. The challenge is the opportun
ity. It is our opportunity—an oppor
tunity for LIFE SERVICE. "I be
seech you therefore, brethren, by the
mercies of God, that ye present your
bodies a living sacrifice."
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Columbia
Shirts

Hart, Schaffner
& Marx Clothes

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS & SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALFANT
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Nunn & Bush
Shoes

Special discount given to
Taylor University students.

Knox Hats
Stetson Hats

Clothcraft Serges
must wear to your
satisfaction
The
Written
Guarantee
Says So

GAS CITY

UPLAND
THE CLOTHCRAFT STORE

KELLEYS
Second and Washington Streets
Marion, Ind.

One of the Largest
Home-Furnishing Houses
In the State
Dependable Furniture—Floor Coverings
and a Complete Drapery Service
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THALOS TAKE THE BACON

THALO GIRLS VICTORS

—SEE US FIRST—
Friday everting, Feb. 17, the hopes
The Thalo girls won from the Philos
of the Philo basketball team disap- m the first game of the series, 2-0.
peared at the tune of 44-27. The last' The game was hard fought and popgame of the series was nearly a run- ular sentiment expressed it as the
away, except for about ten minutes most comical feature of T. U. athof exciting play, when the score stood letics. The girls were in for the game
25-26 in favor of the Black and for all they were worth, but poor
Orange. The game was interesting basket shooting kept the score from
throughout except for an excessive becoming greater,
amount of "dirty playing" which was.
Lineup
displayed by both teams. The sensa- THALO
PHILO
tions of the evening were the long O. Taylor
R. F
R. Speirs
distance shots by Kenny Johnson and A. Lindell
L. F
A. O. Smith
the eighteen points scored by Johnny W. Countryman-_C
H. Leisure
Shilling.
B. Lindsay
R. G
K. Bieri
The series this year was a complete M. Landon
L. G
W. Smith
victory for the Thalos, they having
C
Pugh
won four games straight. The scores
The game was played according to
were:
the standard men's rules. Referee—
First game—25-17.
Coffman.
Second game—31-20.
Third game—41-24.
LOCALS
Fourth game—44-27.

Lineup
THALOS
J. Johnson
0. W. French
C. Ellison
E. Smith
K. Johnson

P.
_ R. F.
—L. F.
C.
—R. G.
L. G.

Total
PHILOS
J. Shilling
0. Rupp
W. Smith
C. Shilling
B. White
Means _
Webster
Seelig _

G. F.T. F..
6
1
1
4
1
0
7
0
0
0
0
3
4
0
1
42

P.
—R. F.
L. F.
C.
. R. G.
L. G.
C.
G.
G.

2
5
G. F.T. F.
9
0
3
3
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

WE GIVE A DISCOUNT OF

10
TO ALL STUDENTS OF TAYLOR
UNIVERSITY
Dry Goods, Shoes and Men's Wear
READY-TO-WEAR

It not only "pays to advertise," but
if pays to read the Echo in order to
act intelligently when one of the ed
itors asks you for material for a cer
tain department. How provoking to
have students look at you as though
they thought you might be an echo of
some past event,' ~ The "Echo" is your
paper.
Miss Edith Collins assisted in Re
vival meetings at her home church
near Burney, Ind.

The sick list for the past week in
cludes MildTed Whetsel, Alice Odella
Smith, Mary McCarty, Sprague Willard and "Cam" Rader.
Mr. Elmer Gilbertson and Fred
Wilde attended the Quarterly Confer
ence at the Grant St. M. E. Church
Total
26
1
5 at Hartford City.
He was indeed a wise man who said,
Referee-—Coffman; Timekeeper —
.Wilde; Scorers—Rose and Fleagle. "I haven't time to worry. In the day
.Twenty minute halves.
time I'm too busy and at night I'm
too sleepy."
Mr. M. W. Biesecker of Sayre,
ADVICE FROM THE AUTO
Pennsylvania,
visited his daughter,
"Brighten up," says the headlight.
"Don't be a knocker," says the Catharine, Feb. 18, 19.
The Misses Miriam Teed, Ruth
cylinder.
Spiers, Eloise Abbey, Hilda Erbland,
"Keep cool," says the radiator.
"Don't blow too much," says the Mr. and Mrs. Durfee and George Fenstermac-her were visitors in Marion
horn.
"Be a good mixer," says the carbur last Saturday.
Of all the numerous teachers hold
etor.
"Avoid friction," says the bearings. ing classes here on earth, Experience
is the dearest one, but you get your
"Retire early," says the casing.
"Cut out the speed," says the wheel. money's worth.
Eva Oliver has returned to school
"A quick turn-over is what counts,"
after two weeks of sickness.
says the crank.
Horror of horrors! Mr. Link was
"One good turn deserves another,"
studying so diligently in the library
says the connecting-rod.
yesterday, but Oh, My!—the next
-—The Stentor, Lake Forest.

COMBINATION CREAM

onteel

O Will Not Grow Hair
A
BR AND new hindof cream
—neither greasy nor greasless. A combination cream—be
cause it combines the disappearing
qualities of a vanishing cream with
the smoothness of a delicate cold
cream. A fragrant, delightful
preparation for softening, healing
and beautifying your skin. An
(~\d
ideal base for powder. Try a jar. 3VA

PIONEER DRUG STORE
—The Rexall Store—
Upland
Indiana
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minute he was on the floor. His brain
had increased to such an extent the
chair could not hold all the weight.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON |
We are glad to have Floyd Seelig
Office Over Postoffice
|
spend a few days on the campus. It
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 ;
seems like old times to have the old
Upland, Indiana
For
students visit once in a while. Come
i STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES
again, Floyd!
•
Miss Florence Biggs and Zena |
All kinds of Fruits and
Vegetables in Season
Walker are visiting at the home of |
i
FRESH BREAD, ROLLS,
the latter at Tipton, Ind. Because of
AND CAKES
sickness they have been unable to
So. Side Square.
Phone 37
!
UPLAND, IND.
return.
Hartford City, Ind.
Fire! Fire! was the exclamation
which called us to the Vayhinger home
last week. With a crew of gallant
"LUJIM"
workmen the fire was soon extin
guished without causing serious dam
age.
Absolutely pure. Fresh daily.
The students from New York were
Special Orders Taken. Phone 1121
For sale at University Store.
royally entertained at the Eaton home
Friday evening.
One of the calamities of the term
occurred Sunday, Feb. 11, when Wilberta Brower fell down the front steps
of Swallow-Robin dormitory with a
tray of dishes. What a scene! But
Wilberta is not without company, as
several others also met the ice that
day.
Separation never occurs
between friends having a
Mr. Walter Fleagle supplied in the
Larrimer
interpretative
pulpit of the Methodist Church in
photographic portrait.
Summitville on Sunday, the 12th.
Miss Velma Cassidy was soloist in the
Glasses Scientifically Fitted
morning service.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN.
The Wabash District Conference
421-422 Marion Nat'l Bank
held at North Manchester, Ind., Feb.
Phone 246
Marion, Ind.
21-23, was attended by several Taylor
students. The atmosphere of the
meetings was very spiritual; some
very encouraging reports of revivals
were made by the pastors; the ad
dresses and sermons made during the
conference were very inspiring. The
You will have
pastors representing this district are
true to the old faith.
The following named people were
examined and accepted for License to
preach: Mary French, Elsie French,
Mrs. Ira Rankin, Rollie Poe, Charles
Have you seen my Sample Display
Jennings and Eugene Pilgrim. Mr.
Case? Ask to see it. I will gladly show
Clarence French, Jeffry Jensen and
you its artistic array of over eighty beau
Ira Roberts were recommended for
tiful
samples. Manicure Sets, Scissor Sets,
admission to the Annual Conference.
Kitchen Sets. Just name your wants. If
It is significant. to note that all are
students or former students of Taylor
it's Cutlery I can supply you.
University.

POORMAN'S
Sanitary Grocery

DR. F. L. RESLER |

Bake-Rite Bakery

!

C. E. Poorman

Home Made Candy

Are You With
Those You Love?

Ralph C. Cottrell

THE LARRIMER
ART SHOP

EVENTUALLY

An Aerial Height of Perfection
Knife. Why Not Now?

The reports made by the pastors
and student pastors who received
their education at Taylor seemed to
prove that this school is turning out
a type of preacher who is successful
in reviving and keeping alive the spir
itual life of the church. May God
raise up other schools who will teach
the cardinal doctrines of the Bible.

HERBERT G. KINNEY
Cutlery Specialist, with
AERIAL CUTLERY MFG. CO.
Taylor University
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Club also talked for a short time.
SOANGETAHAS BOMBARD
EUREKANS WITH SWEETS. The Soangetahas have always shown
a remarkable spirit of true fellowship.
The Eureka Debating Ciu'o has been Soar.getaha Sisters, we appreciate
steadily at work throughout this year. this kindness for which we wish to
This steady persistent work has ac give you thanks. We bid you come
complished things, the influence of agai". Our latch-string is always
which makes for a better and stronger out. Rah! rah! rah! Soangetahas!
Feb. IS the query was "Resolved:
development.
Feb. 4th the question for debate That a person should debate only on
was "Resolved: That the academy of the side of the question in which he
Taylor University should be dispensed believes." This question was debated
with." The affirmative side of the ar single handed and extempore by Magument was debated by Boyle and buce, affirmative, and Miles, negative.
Hill, while Morrison and Woolver Mr. Mabuce hurled schrapnel into the
were 'the negative exponents. The enemy's territory, while Miles re
The
negative team was given the decision, turned a barrage of liquid fire.
judges, Draper, Stimson and Means
e oraoo OAnq 3[roAv .mo jo }spira 91$ uj
number of pleasant occasions. Some gave a negative decision.
weeks ago when the Eurekans visited
our sister club, the Soangetahas, we
were given a most hearty welcome.
While in parliamentary drill a motion
was made that the Soangetahas visit
our club in a body. To this was add
ed an amendment stating that they
bring with them well filled baskets.
As result of this action, to the sur
prise of many, Pres. Joyce Spalding,
and iher co-workers made entrance to
the Eureka Debating Club, Saturday
night, Feb. 11, bearing a large, well
covered basket.
Though many were anxious to know
of its contents we immediately entered
into the debate of the evening, "Re
solved: That Taylor University should
have a rotary system of S. P.'s." The
affirmative debaters were H. Slagg
and G. Alexander, while L. Stimson
and L. Olson upheld the negative side
of the question. Mr. Stimson provok
ed many a laugh by his witty, though
very logical argument, and carried
his points. The judges Misses Spald
ing, Churchill and M. French gave a
unanimous decision in favor of the
negative. Miss Bertha French was
literary critic.
The basket in question was opened
and passed. The cracker jack and
candy was soon disposed of. Oh Boy!
During these proceedings, President
Joyce Spalding and ex-president,
Mrs. E. N. Gilbertson gave short
talks. Mr. E. N. Gilbertson, former
president of the Eulogonian Debating

All the latest
Sheet Music,
Victor Records
and
Player Rolls.
Home of
Stefnway
Pianos and
other leading
makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos.

House of Butler
Marion, Ind.
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent.

IN MARION

For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear |
and Millinery
f
*

EULOGONIANS
As the great steamships, that face
the storms and plow through the
waves in crossing the sea, must spend
some time at a coaling station be
tween each voyage, so the good old
S. S. Eulogonian has spent the past
two weeks in replenishing the neces
sities for another great adventure.
Saturday evening Feb.' 11 was spent
in making some renovations and re
parations.
One week later the evening was
passed in refreshing our minds on
Parliamentary Drill.
It was a very profitable hour, and
we adjourned feeling that we were
better able to meet the opposing for
ces.
REPORTER.
SOANGETAHA REPORT

THIRD

ADAMJ STX

For Men's Wear

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists

Eyes examined by state examinee
On Feb. 11th, the Soangetahas met
and registered Optometrists.
in the Swallow-Robin parlors. From
there they went to visit the Eurekas,
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
who cordially received them, especial
ly when they saw the large basket
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
which the Soangetahas carried. After
an interesting and instructive debate,
DR. C. C. FARIS
Mr. Fiddler and Mr. Olson, with the
DR.
EMIL FARIS
Soangetaha president, were chosen to
distribute the contents of the basket
—candy and cracker jack.
f South Side Square.
Phone 1410
On Feb. 18th the Soangetahas met
MARION, IND.
in regular session. After the business
of the evening, the debate was given.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
The question was, "Resolved: That
the Immigrant Does More for Amer
ica Than America Does for the Immi
grant." The affirmative was upheld
by Mrs. Gilbertson and Miss Briggs;
the negative, by Miss Eaton and Miss
Kendrick. The debate was entertain
ing and instructive. Both sides were
argued effectively, but the negative
was accorded the victory.
—Reporter.
THE HOLINESS LEAGUE
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DR. W. D. PLACE i t NELSON STUDIO
t I PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING I
Dentist
f |Welcomes You at its new Location ?
f

One Square East of Weiler's
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

AFFECTIONS of any of the following n
,>arts may bo caused by nerves impinged at the spine by a subluxated •
drain
vertebra.
EYES
EARS
NOSE _
THROAT
ARMS
HEART
LUNCS
LIVER
STOMACH
PANCREAS
SPLEEN
KIDNEYS
SMALL BOWEL
LARCE DOWEL
GENUAL OPCANS
THIGHS & LEGS

Chiropractic
(SPINAL)

Adjustments
Will
Remove the
Cause of

:

:

, ,
|I

s

E
A

223 W. Main St. Hartford City

f

Phone 310

j

Office—Bell Flats.

DR. TOM BELL

Originator of Optomopathy
EYES FITTED

SPINES ADJUSTED
Things are very lively around the
Holiness League. That is always a
Side Stepping 111 Health
S
good sign. Sam Jones was once asked
28 Years Experience
the question, "Brother Jones, do you
tflMt
or MAM
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
ever meet up with any of those holi
ness people?" "Oh, yes," said Jones,
flashing
his piercing eye to the
brother, "I often meet with the holi
ness people." "Well, what do you
think of them?" said the questioner.
"Now let me tell you," said Jones.
"Wherever I find sanctification, I find
agitation, and where there is agitation
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price;
there is salvation; where there is no
sanctification, there is no agitation,
with us, it's BOTH.
and where there is no agitation there
Hartford City, Indiana
North Side Square
is always stagnation, and stagnation
is the last station on the road to dam
nation."
During the recent revival at the
Methodist Church in Upland, the Holi
ness League was abandoned, with the
exception of a short session on Friday
evening, February 10.
The Evangelist for the revival was
Special Discount Given To Taylor University Students
Thomas C. Henderson. He gave some
splendid messages upon sanctification.
"The Best Place To Trade After All"
The one that most touched the heart •0"«"d"«"( .0~0.-0~0..0-.0..0..0..0..0..0..0..0..0..0..0..,
of the writer was taken from the 17th
of St. John. Many of the students
went to the altar, crying to God for
the experience of entire Sanctification.
Bro. Henderson made it plain that
sanctification is subsequent to regen
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop.
eration. Jesus said when He prayed
(St. John 17.: 16-17) "They are not of
the world even as I am not of the
world. Sanctify them through thy
truth: thy word is truth."
PHONE 1084
UPLAND, INDIANA
On Friday evening, February 17th,
the League met as usual. Harold
Slagg brought a message from Acts
1:8. Among other remarks, Mr. Slagg
said, "I have made up my mind to be
a holiness preacher. The Lord worked
nothing in my heart until I said, 'Here
goes nothing.' We get our minds upon
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON.
the gift of the Spirit instead of on
Him." Near the close of the service
UPLAND, IND.
PHONE 61
the Atkinson quartet sang a song,
I
"Others."

E

RISINGER & HUFFMAN
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods

SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE i
Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions

BRODERICK & BALLINGER

Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats.

t
I

s
t
0

1
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PRAYER BAND
The burden of the prayer of the
school is for a Pentecostal outpouring
of the Holy Spirit upon us. This is
true, indeed, of the Prayer Band. We
do feel that God has begun to answer,
and, that, because of our importunity,
He will not stay His hand until He
shall have brought to pass His pur
Sometimes
pose in our midst. It would be well
George F.—"I just made an obser
for us to take "our harps from off vation, church begins and ends with
the willow" and sing a real song of ch."
praise for the advanced assurance.
"Bob" Abbey—"No it begins and
In practical work the Band has ends with S. P."
seized the opportunity offered at the
suggestion of the Faculty. It is the
Mr. Briggs—"I believe there is
concensus of opinion that some form more in good hard work than in
of personal work should be done for brains."
the spiritual welfare of the entire
Mr. Jones—"I would hate to change
student body. The expression of the with you."
Faculty was that the class meetings
should be continued, consequently a
Prof. Pogue—(giving directions in
committee from members of the Band expression) "Use your lips more."
was appointed to select leaders for
Mr. Watkins— "That seems un
classes. The duties of each leader are: natural for me."
To urge strict attendance at the
Mrs. Jones (in Caesar)—"Shall we
means of grace, to give spiritual aid
and counsel, and to call special meet have a verse of some song?
Lula Whittaker—"Yes, let's sing
ings for prayer.
This will be a great blessing under 'Help Somebody Today'."

| BEN BRADFORD }
!
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
|
i
!
f Upland
Indiana *
I

•

i O. C. BOWEN & CO. i

I
?

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
|
GROCERIES,
?
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
f Upland
...
Indiana !

Miller Lbr & Mfg. Co. I
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING I
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL f
Upland, Ind.
Phone 211 f

We Appreciate Your Trade

"Blue Bird" Bread
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL
KINDS OF PASTRIES
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded.

God for the quickening of spiritual in
terest and fervor. Each Christian
student should gird himself for the
work ahead.
—Reporter.
o

Geo. Fenstermacher—(standing near
window making a speech)—"I guess
the reason Mrs. Faultier asked me to
make a speech on Valentine's Day
was because I was near the door, and
I imagine why she asked me to make
STANDARD BEARERS
a speech today (Feb. 22) is because
i
my name is George."
•
The Standard Bearers met at the
Churchie—"No it's because he is
home of Lillian Coffin, Friday evening near the window."
Feb. 17. The meeting was called to
i
order by the president, after which a
Ray (in Botany II)—"Do potatoes »
song was sung, scripture read by grow from seeds like radishes?"
i
Wilodine Countryman and prayer
C.
Churchill—"Mr.
Dezendorf,
are
offered by Mr. French. In the busi
i
ness meeting it was decided to change you a duck?"
Mr. IHenning—"No, he's too much ;
the night of meeting from Monday
night to Friday night. Bertha French of a goose to be a duck."

Upland Baking- Co.
E. S. ULLOM, Prop.
Phone Orders 382

| Upland State Bank
•

gave a report on the pictures collected
to be sent to the missionaries. If
you have any pictures of any kind,
that you think would be of interest to
the foreign children, please see Bertha
French, Miriam Pugh or Wilodene
Countryman.
After a delightful lunch the follow
ing program was rendered:
Solo—Audrey Faulder.
Reading—Mildred Kettyle.
Solo—Evelyn Gaar.
Lesson told in story form—Mrs.
Gilbertson.
o

Miss Walker—"That bee smells like i
honey!"
Orville French—"Yes, I have been
handling it."
Miss Stanley—"Has Mr. Gehring
come back? I guess we'll have to
write him."
Miss Wblf—"What's his address,
Miss Stanley?"

Prof. Glazier (talking about Judson's wife; how she cared for him,
and comforted him through the hard
places). Davis was rocking on his
Two heads are better than one, ex chair and down he went.
cept in the matter of keeping a
Prof. "Mr. Davis, I guess you need
a Mrs. Judson to care for you."
secret.

Upland, Ind.

CAPITAL $25,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFIT,"
$8,000.00
H. T. CONNELLY, President
GUY DUCKWALL, Cashier

DRUGS
KODAKS
WALL PAPER
Cronin's Drug Store
West Side Square
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
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Mr. Watkins (giving a reading in ...
expression) "And while I was still in i
bed, I called out—"
|
Mr. Pogue—"No, you didn't give !
the right inflection to that last speech. I
Say it again."
|
Mr. Watkins—"|I forgot where I {
was."
f
Mr. Pogue—"You were in bed,|
weren't you?"
f
NOTICE—Mary French wishes to
announce to the public that M. F.
under the poem entitled, "Don's Pink
Necktie," in the last issue of the
"Echo" does not mean Mary French,
but the "Most Foolish" person on the
campus.

CLEANING THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY SUPERIOR
— Garment Dyers — Rug Cleaners — Hat Remodelers —
Office 120 W. Third Street

Marion, Ind.

ENVELOPES

LETTER HEADS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

We print anything printable

YEATER PRINTING GO.
UPLAND, IND.

PHONE 1061.

?

Prof. Philips—"Mr. Baltzell, how j
old are you?"
?
Glen Baltzell (as red in the face as f
his hair)—"Oh, I'm just a man, that's i
all."
!

APPEARED ON BULLETIN BOARD
Dr. Wray lost his Christian Faith.
Finder please return.
(Signed) Business Manager.

i

The Mark of Excellence
in Portraiture

BEITLER STUDIO

E. CHAVEZ is Looking For

Osteopathic Physician
|
Office Hours—9-12 a. m., 2-g p. m |
Telephone 72
Marion, Indiana j
Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk Bldg |

SPORTING GOODS
Write us and
we will call on you

BOOKLETS

PROGRAMS

CARDS

Prof. Hunt—-"Give rule for form
ing the plural of church."
Billie Dunn—"Ch".
Mrs. O'Flannavan—"Come here, ye
obstinate young Irish raskil, an' put
yer hat on! Shure, if ye hadn't got
one ye'd always be wearin' it, ye're
that contrary."

DR. ALLEN B. CAINE

LONG'S CLEANERS & DYERS

Let us do your

Mr. Winkle (in English I)—"The
driver was killed when the car struck
a tree going at the rate of fifty miles
an hour."
Miss Miles (in Eng. I.)—"Give the
principal parts of the verb in this
sentence: "The building was erect
ed in six months."
Student—"Build, built, built."

IN BIBLE I. CLASS
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Your Kodak Work

HARDWARE-COMPANY

We equip Basket
Ball and Athletic
Teams of all kinds
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ANNOUNCEMENT
TO THE

Alumni and Former Students
OF

T A Y L O R UNIVERSITY
The Alumni of Taylor University are moving for
ward to effect a vital organization to be known as
THE TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION OF
ALUMNI AND FORMER STUDENTS

and are proposing:
I. Immediate preparation of a constituency mail
ing list.
II. Publication of an Alumni Bulletin.
III. Incorporation under state laws, enabling us
to receive trusts.
IV. A Home Coming for Commencement.
Readers of this announcement are urged to send
to us:
1. Addresses of Alumni and former students.
2. News notes to be used in our Bulletin.
Send at once to
PROF. F. C. PHILLIPS
President of the Association

Upland, Indiana

